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lf you live to be 110, how many
times will Uranus orbit the sun
in your lifetime?



Announcements & Key Concepts (re Today)

Ø Impulse

Some relevant underlying concepts of the day…

Ø Collisions: Inelastic & Elastic

Ø Center of mass

à Midterm exams are (STILL) being graded

Ø Notion of a system

à Online HW #6: Posted and due next Wednesday (10/30)
Note: There are two 
sections (one re energy, 
the other re momentum)

à No tutorial next Tuesday (10/29)



System?

Ø Note that many of our “definitions” thus far included the notion of a “system”

à But what is a system!?!



System

Knight

“In physics, a physical system is a portion of the physical universe chosen for analysis. 
Everything outside the system is known as the environment.”

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Physical_system



System

Knight



• Recall we showed how a change in momentum, 
since requiring a change in velocity, required a 
force to act for a certain time. 
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• We call this change in momentum an Impulse, )⃗.
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Impulse

M. George

Time difference here 
(i.e., tf - ti) is the 
contact time



• Impulse is important in the sense that 
to change the velocity of an object 
(say a cliff jumper) from a very fast 
speed to zero, requires the same 
Impulse whether or not he lands on 
water or a hard surface.

• What is different is the time over 
which the Impulse acts.

• The average force exerted on the 
object during the impulse is:
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Impulse

M. George

This quantity has a broad range 
of physical and physiological 
implications
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• Therefore, the shorter time of the 
impulse, the greater the force on the 
object. 
• To minimize the force exerted during a 

impulse, it is a good idea to increase 
the time. 
• Air bags in cars, padding inside 

protective equipment, soft foam in 
your shoes, all serve to increase the 
time over which an impulse acts, and 
hence reduce the average force.

Impulse

M. George



• Since Impulse = change in momentum = integral of 
force with time
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• And since we know that the area under a curve is 
like an integral, we can find the Impulse delivered 
to an object from a Force vs Time graph*.
• Note that for a given Impulse, (cliff jumper into 

water or onto a hard surface) the area under the 
force vs time graph must be a constant.

*not to be confused with finding the work done from the area under a 
force vs distance graph

"Force vs Time Graphs"

M. George



force vs time 
graph for jump 

into water. !!"#
can be tolerated

force vs time graph
for jump onto hard surface. 

!!"# causes harm

"Force vs Time Graphs"

M. George



Impulse

Knight

Newton’s 2nd:

Now integrate over the collision interval:



Knight

Now we bring in momentum:

Impulse



Knight

Impulse



Collisions

• Elastic: objects collide and bounce sharply off one 
another with no permanent deformation. 
• momentum is conserved
• mechanical energy is conserved (kinetic+potential)

• Inelastic: objects collide and bounce off each other 
but there is some permanent deformation of the 
object.
• momentum is conserved
• mechanical energy is not conserved (lost to deformation 

and heat.)
• Completely Inelastic: objects collide an stick together, 

and travel along a common path after the collision. 
• momentum is conserved
• mechanical energy is not conserved (lost to deformation 

and heat.)

M. George



Inelastic Collisions

Kesten & Tauck

Here the two particles "stick together"....

Momentum is conserved

Energy is not conserved

Useful, but be careful.....

e.g., when precisely is this 
approximation valid? 



Elastic Collisions

Kesten & Tauck

For elastic case, consider 2nd particle "at rest"...

Here, energy is conserved

K&T go on to derive expressions for the resulting velocities:

Be careful though (e.g., what precisely is a "trick"?)



Elastic Collisions

Kesten & Tauck

Those "special cases" again.....
à There is an untrue 
statement here!

Note also that it is energy that is conserved, 
not just kinetic energy.... 



Ex.
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Ex. (SOL)
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Ex. (SOL)
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https://cluster31-files.instructure.com/courses/1384~1159/files/1384~240864/course%20files/apb11o/resources/guides/G09-4a.com.htm

Ø Several important points are conveyed here (which will lead us into Kesten & Tauck chapter 8) 

von Baeyer

§ center-of-mass
§ rotational motion
§ angular momentum

More complicated motions....



Motion of the Center of Mass

Kesten & Tauck



Finding the center of mass (CM)

Easy case (discrete)

Resnick & Halliday (1966)



Finding the center of mass (CM)

Ø Left-hand term is the vector indicating the center of 
mass relative to your chosen coordinate system 

Hughes-Hallet et al  (2004)
Wolfson

Easy case (discrete)

Wolfson notation

Kesten & Tauck
notation



Ex.

Resnick & Halliday (1966)



Ex. (SOL)

Resnick & Halliday (1966)

Ø Be smart! Sometimes a simple graphical approach is all you need...



Ex.

Resnick & Halliday (1966)



Finding the center of mass

Hughes-Hallet et al  (2004)

Harder case (1-D continuous mass distribution)

Interdisciplinary connection: 
Riemann sums and integrals!



Finding the center of mass

Hughes-Hallet et al  (2004)

Harder case (1-D continuous mass distribution)

Wolfson notation



Wolfson



Additional examples for study...... (some w/ solutions, some w/o)



Ex. (+ SOL)

Hughes-Hallet et al  (2004)


